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Dr. Paul G. Schempp is a
Professor and Researcher at
The University of Georgia,
and is known as “The Expert
on Expertise”. A captivating
storyteller backed by substance,
Paul is highly sought after
for his ability to help clients
reach their full potential by
sharing insights gleaned from
dedicating his professional
life to understanding and
testing what it takes to
achieve greatness. Paul helps
people understand the steps
in becoming an expert, see
how ordinary people achieve
extraordinary things (there’s a
science to it!), make expert and
dynamic decisions-especially
under pressure and how to
become a master mentor.
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President’s Message
As I write this, light snow is falling
and paints a pretty picture as it builds on
the bright red winterberries outside my
office window. However, in just two short
months spring will be here and ABVE
members and guests will be convening
in Savannah for our annual conference.
Once again we will be trying to herd
attendees into the conference sessions
as they hurriedly try to catch up with
colleagues from around the country
and beyond!

2016-2017
BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

Thank You
for Your Input
on our Survey
sent in November

We will have reason to celebrate at the
conference. ABVE’s recent membership
drive has resulted in 20 applications for
Fellow status and 10 applications for
Diplomate status. We hope to welcome
many of these individuals to the
organization at the conference.
This is my last newsletter message
to the membership. Scott Whitmer
will be stepping up to President at the
board meeting just prior to the start of
the conference in Savannah. Chrisann

Estelle Hutchinson | President, ABVE/D

Director-At-Large (2015-2018)
Ethics Committee Chair
Scott Beveridge | Washington D.C.
beveridg@gwu.edu

Director-At-Large (2013-2016)
Publications Chair & Journal Editor
Chrisann Schiro-Geist | Memphis, TN
chrisann@memphis.edu

Past President (2015 - 2017)
Communications/Technology Chair
2017 Conference Chair
Cynthia Grimley | Lexington, SC
cpgrimley@gmail.com

Director-At-Large (2016-2019)
CEU Chair
Judy Brookover | West Des Moines, IA
jbrookover1@gmail.com

Director-At-Large (2014-2017)
IPEC Certification Chair
Scott Stipe | Portland, OR
sstipe@careerdirectionsw.com

President-Elect (2015 - 2017)
IPEC Test Development Cee Chair
Scott Whitmer | Yakima, WA
scott@whitmerandassociates.com

Director-At-Large (2014-2017)
Canadian Advisory Chair
Phil Boswell | Comox, BC
phil@wcve.ca

Director-At-Large (2016-2019)
ABVE Certification Chair
Rona Wexler | New York, NY
rona@theemplayabilityexpert.com

Secretary (2015 - 2018)
The Vocational Expert Editor
Kourtney Layton | Highland, UT
kourtneylayton@live.com

Director-At-Large (2015 - 2018)
Membership Committee Chair
Trevor Duncan | Yakima, WA
treasuregduncan@gmail.com

Executive Director
Stephanie Munoz | Soquel, CA
stephanie@btfenterprises.com

Treasurer (2016-2019)
Jeffrey Lucas | Cape Coral, FL
drlucas@effectiverehabiliation.com

Director-At-Large (2015-2018)
ABVE Test Committee Chair
DT North | Olympia, WA
dt@achieveconsultingteam.com

Managed by BTF Enterprises,
an Accredited Association
Management Company
Celebrating 25 Years in Business

President (2015 - 2017)
Estelle Hutchinson | Providence, RI
erhutchinson@icloud.com

Congratulations to Erin Bailey! She is the winner of the survey that ABVE members were asked to participate in a few weeks
ago. Erin has won the $250 gift certificate. Thanks to all of the ABVE members who participated.
As an expert witness, your insight has helped the Expert Witness Exchange gain valuable knowledge about our industry
is looking for. The company’s goal is to provide expert witnesses the opportunity to partner with attorneys in an online
marketplace to generate revenue without costly transaction fees. You will learn more when the company officially launches.
You can view the results of the survey through this link.
See the results: www.surveymonkey.com/results/SM-VHVJTF5N/
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Schiro-Geist will become President-Elect.
We will have two new Directors-at-Large
joining the Board: Terry Leslie and Ron
Smolarski. And, of course, as we make
this transition several people will be
leaving the board. Phil Boswell, who
served as Conference Chair for last year’s
Vancouver conference, will end his term.
Scott Stipe will be ending his term after
providing much valuable assistance on the
Continuing Education and Certification
Committees. Cindy Grimley will complete
six years of service as President-Elect,
President, and Past-President.
It has been my pleasure to work with such
a dedicated group of individuals on the
board. We have made strides in many
challenging projects. These include the
development of the IPEC Certification,
revision of the ABVE examination, and
the start-up of an online continuing
education program. Learn more about
these initiatives in Savannah. See you
there in April!

FINAL MESSAGE FROM PAST PRESIDENT

CYNTHIA P. GRIMLEY
This will be the last newsletter before my
term as Past President comes to an end.
When I took over as President,
a goal of mine was to create
synergy between our Board of
Directors and Membership.

After a six year
commitment to ABVE,
first as PresidentElect, then President,
and finally as Past
President, to say I am
honored as to what
this Board of Directors
has accomplished
for all of you is an
understatement.

In one of my earlier messages,
I asked you to make a mental
note indicating that you will
hear this statement from me
more than once: “THIS IS A
VERY HISTORICAL TIME
FOR ABVE”. This is more
true now than ever. You are
all involved and should be as
honored and proud as I am to
be part of this organization at
this moment in time. This
has a lot to do with the timing
of very creative people on
our Board of Directors who
have been “thinking outside
of the box” to improve both
our profession and ABVE as
an organization. The ABVE
Board of Directors, under
the direction of my successor
Estelle Hutchison, continues
to work as a team toward the
goals set during my time as
President.

Primarily, the International
Psychometric Evaluation
Certification (IPEC) finally came to fruition. If you haven’t
taken advantage of this valuable certification yet, I encourage
you to do so. Additionally, a committee led by DT North has
been working on updating the ABVE exam. The organization
is moving toward obtaining national certification on both the
IPEC and ABVE certification exams, which will help ABVE
remain on the forefront of forensics.
After a six year commitment to ABVE, first as President-Elect,
then President, and finally as Past President, to say I am honored

as to what this board of directors has accomplished for all of you
is an understatement. I know through the leadership of current
President Estelle Hutchison and incoming President Scott
Whitmer, the entire ABVE Board of Directors will continue to work
hard for all of you. When my term as Past President concludes,
I will continue to serve on the IPEC committee and assist Scott
Whitmer as he continues the momentum with this credential.
Thank you for the opportunity to serve you, the membership and
the ABVE organization for so many years. This is an organization
which I have been a member of since 1990. Synergy is what
I attempted to accomplish as President. I’m pleased to say we have
this… and more!
Push forward to support the ABVE Board of Directors and continue
to be proud of your credentials... you worked hard to obtain them.
See you in Savannah!

Cynthia P. Grimley | ABVE/D, IPEC, Past-President (2015-2017)

Get pre-approved

Continuing Education Units
through OnlineCE!
Submit Course Content for and get
royalties and ABVE CEU credit!*
Get Started now! Visit

www.onlinece.com/abve/index.php
ABVE is proud to announce that OnlineCE on behalf of ABVE
has reached an agreement with Springer Publishing and is now
offering CEU credits for each chapter from Rick Robinson’s
book, Foundations of Forensic Vocational Rehabilitation.
* Once you have completed your course, submit your certificate of completion
to ABVE Headquarters to have the CEUs applied to your record.
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amed the 2004 Distinguished Scholar by the
International Center for Performance Excellence,
Paul knows that performance matters. His message,
supported by over a decade of research into the
characteristics and development of expertise as a professor
and the Director of the Sport Instruction Research Laboratory
at the University of Georgia, applies to individuals and
organizations in business, education and sport and serves as
a catalyst for increased productivity, better decision-making,
and expert performance.
President of Performance Matters, Inc., Paul is a
professional speaker, coach and consultant. He is the author of
six books, including the award winning 5 Steps to Expert: How
to Go from Business Novice to Elite Performer, over 90 articles,
and delivering more than 250 presentations to organizations
in 26 countries has made Paul an internationally renowned
authority on the development of expertise. He has served
as a Senior Fulbright Research Scholar at the University of
Frankfurt (Germany), a visiting professor at the Nanyang
Technical University in Singapore, and has delivered over 250
presentations in 28 countries on 4 continents.
From his research with elite coaches and athletes, Paul has
developed programs for the business world that helps leaders
become business champions. Dr. Schempp’s research has
been cited in numerous publications, including Entrepreneur
and Business.com. His corporate and association clients include

ATD, BASF, Delta Air Lines, General
Electric, Nix Healthcare Systems, Society
of Healthcare Pharmacists, and Vistage.
Often called “The Coaches’ Coach,” Paul
is a consultant to coaches in the NBA,
the Olympics, and the PGA on player
development and mental training. He
also coaches several champions on the
PGA golf tour. In addition to speaking
engagements and retreats in business and
industry, Paul has designed performance
programs for the Swedish Golf Federation
and Chinese Taipei Olympic teams by
applying research to practice.
For the positive influence he makes
in the lives of students, the University
of Georgia honored him with both the
Excellence in Teaching and Student
Career Development awards. The
United States Military Academy at
West Point awarded him a Certificate
of Appreciation for his mentorship of
Army officers on assignment to the
faculty at West Point.
In addition to Paul’s consulting
to Olympic teams, the PGA, and the
NBA he currently, is working with the
Atlanta Hawks coaching staff, where

he “coaches the coaches” on player
development and performance. Paul
and his team are conducting research
on expert decision making, innovative
thinking, and mentoring. Information
has been taken with permission from
www.performancemattersinc.com/bio
and www.tpgspeakers.com/speakers/paulschempp/. To read further about Dr. Paul
Schempp you may go these websites.
ABVE is fortunate to have Dr. Paul
Schempp as our Key Note Speaker
who will open our conference. He will
be presenting not just once but twice.
(Applied for 1.5 hours of ethics). You
will not want to miss this! Topics to
be covered in his presentations are:
“Reasons People Make Poor Decisions:
Making Decisions That Solve Problems,
Predict the Future, Structure Strategies
and Render Judgments”; “When and
How to Make Intuitive Decisions”,
“Making Great Decisions Under Intense
Pressure”, and “Group Decision Making.”
During our annual meeting Dr.
Schempp will speak about The Magic
of Mentoring. Dr. Schempp will
establish that research clearly concludes

that mentoring is one of the most
effective organizational strategies
for inducting new members and
promoting experienced members in
an organization. Mentoring is highly
correlated with both job satisfaction and
career success. In this informative and
entertaining program, participants will
learn the secrets master mentors use to
unleash the powerful potential of their
protégés. The program opens with tips
and examples of beginning, incubating,
and orchestrating a relationship that is
stimulating, rewarding and successful for
both mentor and protégé. The qualities,
skills, and perspectives of master
mentors will also be presented by using
research findings and stirring stories.
The program closes with actionable
steps for mentors and protégés to build
relationships that lead to career success
and satisfaction. Both presentations by
Dr. Schempp will leave you with skills
that you will be able to utilize in the
courtroom or your own practice.
Besides Dr. Schempp, we have many
more excellent topics and speakers.
The topics are timely and germane to
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our work. Besides the traditional CEUs
for ABVE Diplomates and Fellows,
we are offering CEUs for IPEC. As
you will note, the conference has
a strong focus on “Evidence Based
Assessment” from many different
perspectives. We are offering two
Pre-Conference Sessions: Mindful
Practice Techniques for the Vocational
and Forensic Expert and Psychometric
Assessment in the Forensic Discipline
& IPEC. Regular session topics include:
Cannabis vs Opioids: Which Is Better
for Pain?, Rebuilding Your Life After
An Amputation, Measuring FCE’s
Through Evidence-Based Assessment
Models, Neuronal Involvement as
related to Vocational Disabilities,
Culturally Responsive Strategies, Loss
of Earning Capacity in Children and
Young Adults, Department
of Labor changes to the Fair
Labor Standards Act Overtime
Regulation, The Over-50 client
in an Altered Work World; Risk
Management for the Vocational
and Forensic Expert; Writing for
Professional Journal Publication
and Development of CEU
Materials; Psychological Injury &
Malingering: Forensic Context;
Assessment and Vocational
Implications, Mitigating Barriers
to Employment for Offenders.
Employability Assessment of
Australian Total & Permanent Disability
Claims; How Many People Have You
Placed In The Last Year: How To Stay
Credible In Court; and When is a
Psychological Disorder a Disability?
To view more detail about all of
the above presentations you may go
to http://abve.net/Assets/2017_ABVE_
Convention_Color_WEB.pdf
Savannah is spectacular this time
of year with April temperature reaching
the high 70’s during the day and lows
averaging mid-50’s. Overall, April
is probably about the best month to
visit, weather-wise, with the longest
sunshine hours of the year, before
the temperatures climb too high.
Spring is an especially good time
to visit Savannah, and undoubtedly
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If you want to see Savannah’s
shrubs and flowers at their peak, March
through April is the best time of year
to visit. Azaleas start blooming in March
(sometimes as early as late February)
and other flowering species follow in
the weeks after. Savannah’s squares
and parks are particularly beautiful
at this time of year!
the most popular season with tourists.
The weather is generally warm and
sunny without the oppressive heat of
summer, and in the early weeks of
spring, Savannah’s trees and shrubs
are laden with beautiful flowers.

I am looking forward to seeing all of you.

Cindy Grimley |
ABVE/D, IPEC, Conference Chair
Savannah, GA - April 2017

Convergence will help you stay organized
and be more productive . . . everyday, anywhere.
Store and manage all your cases in one place
Built-in time tracking tools and billing features
Medical and legal reports accessible anywhere you go
Integrated calendar for your entire oﬃce
All of your correspondence accessible anywhere you go
Allows you to be secure and HIPAA Compliant

CALL US TODAY FOR MORE INFO!

80 Eureka Square Ste. 108

info@convergencesoftware.net

Toll Free 844.366.3019

Paciﬁca, CA 94044

www.convergencesoftware.net

Local 650.898.8917
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ABVE Member Spotlight
Maui Garza, Psy.D., ABVE/F, IPEC, CRC

Maui Garza’s career in vocational
rehabilitation began humbly
enough. He is the second to the
youngest of seven children. Maui’s
parents were born in Mexico and
educated through the third-grade
before moving to the US. When
he was growing up, Maui spent his
summers working alongside his
parents in the fields near Prosser
Washington, harvesting fruit. Maui
worked hard in school and earned
a scholarship to attend Washington
State University, where he earned
his Bachelor’s degree in Bilingual
Bicultural Education. He returned
to WSU and earned his Master’s
degree in Educational Counseling
Psychology.

Maui got his start as a vocational
rehabilitation counselor (VRC)
intern in 1993. He opened M2
Counseling & Consulting, Inc. in
August, 1996. He has been a Board
Certified Vocational Expert (ABVE)
since 2000. Over the years, Maui’s
practice has evolved from Worker’s
Compensation to a full array of
forensic consulting today.
In addition, Maui has been a licensed
mental health counselor (LMHC)
in the Tri Cities, located in Eastern
Washington State since 2002. Five
years ago, he returned to school.
Last October, he earned his Doctor
of Psychology (Psy.D.) from Capella
University. Dr. Garza looks forward
toward becoming a licensed clinical
psychologist in 2017, and plans to
continue working as a vocational
consultant and as a psychologist for
many years to come.

By Trevor Duncan | ABVE/F, IPEC
ABVE wants to share
the spotlight. Please
contact Trevor Duncan,
at SageVoc@gmail.com,
if you or one of your
colleagues has a professional
accomplishment to share.

- Join the conversation or just listen in.
- Join the ABVE Group today!
The ABVE Group is a part of a network of vocational experts
and other rehabilitation professionals to connect with colleagues,
share resources and exchange ideas, The ABVE Group is open to
all ABVE members, other vocational rehabilitation professionals
and professionals seeking the services of vocational experts.
Click here to join the conversation.
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American Board
of Vocational Experts
General Membership Meeting
April 8, 2017 | 12:45 pm – 1:45 pm
Hyatt Hotel | Savannah, GA

AGEN DA
CALL TO ORDER
Opening Remarks
Estelle Hutchinson, President

OLD BUSINESS
2016 Minutes
The 2016 Annual Meeting minutes were made
available to all members in handout form and
electronically. Motion to approve & vote to accept/reject.

NEW BUSINESS
Financial Status of ABVE
Jeff Lucas, Treasurer
& Stephanie Munoz, Executive Director
Awards Presentation
David S. Frank & Scott E. Streater
– Estelle Hutchinson, President
Presidential Citations - Estelle Hutchinson, President
Membership Promotion
Trevor Duncan – Membership Chair
OnlineCE
Cindy Grimley – Past President
Journal
Chrisann Schiro-Geist – Journal Editor
IPEC Update
Scott Whittmer – President Elect
2017-2020 Election Results
Cindy Grimley, Past President
Open Discussion with ABVE Members
Closing Announcements
Adjournment
Motion to adjourn meeting

ABVE

CERTIFICATION &
MEMBERSHIP PACKAGES

MEMBERSHIP

ABVE & IPEC: $495
$275 SAVINGS

PROMOTION

 IPEC Application Fee
 Fellow/Diplomate Application Fee
 Associate Membership
 Knowledge Enhancement Seminar

EXPIRES APRIL 30, 2017!

for Fellow/Diplomate certification exam

Who can take advantage of this promotion?

FELLOW/DIPLOMATE ONLY
CERTIFICATION: $395
$150 SAVINGS

• Any qualified* applicant for ABVE Fellow/Diplomate
• Any qualified* applicant for IPEC
• Potential Associates
• Student members

 Fellow/Diplomate Application Fee
 Associate Membership
 Knowledge Enhancement Seminar

For a limited time only ABVE & IPEC are offering

qualified* applicants discounted options!
The American Board of Vocational Experts (ABVE)
organization invite you to join other distinguished,
Board Certified Vocational Evaluators, Board
Certified Psychometric Evaluators, Vocational
Experts, Life Care Planners, Forensic Economists,
and Forensic Vocational Consultants.

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Board Certification: Diplomate and Fellow members are Board
Certified Vocational Experts
ABVE/F or ABVE/D credential provides documentation that the
certificant has attained the education, professional experience,
and knowledge for certification.
Access to a community of Vocational Forensics Experts and
Evaluators who practice in a wide variety of interest areas.
Membership discounts for annual ABVE conferences
Access to the ABVE Mentorship Program
Access to ABVE / IPEC Webinars
Access to ABVE / IPEC online CEU program
The Journal of Forensic Vocational Analysis
The Vocational Expert newsletter

Additional benefits of the IPEC certification:
o

Like the ABVE/F and ABVE/D certifications, the IPEC credential
offers documentation that the certificant has attained the
education, professional experience, and knowledge required of a
Certified Psychometric Evaluator.

*Qualified (Must meet individual qualifications for both ABVE AND IPEC)
applicants who pass the ABVE certification examination will earn the ABVE
certification. Applicants who meet the IPEC Grandfathering criteria will earn
IPEC certification.

American Board of Vocational Experts
3121 Park Ave., Suite C, Soquel, CA 95073
831.464.4890 | www.abve.net | abve@abve.net

IPEC ONLY CERTIFICATION: $295
$100 SAVINGS
 IPEC Application Fee
 Associate Membership

ASSOCIATE ONLY MEMBERSHIP: $125
$45 SAVINGS
 Associate Membership

Benefits of Membership/Certification:
o

for Fellow/Diplomate certification exam

STUDENT ONLY MEMBERSHIP: $30
$30 SAVINGS
 Student Membership

Diplomate (ABVE/D) status distinguishes those who have
Master’s or Doctorate degree, seven (7) years of
documented experience in the area of assessment of
vocational capacity and vocational expert opinion and
demonstration of distinguished performance or recognition
as a vocational expert, in addition to the above requirements
(e.g., published works; leadership positions, presentation of
papers in professional orgs/seminars; and/or sitting on study
groups or legislative committees to enhance the
professionalism of an organization).
Fellow (ABVE/F) status requires three (3) years of
documented experience in assessment of vocational
capacity and vocational expert forensics in addition to the
requirements listed for Diplomate above.
International Psychometric Evaluation Certification (IPEC)
status requires a Master’s or Doctorate degree in Psychology
(MA, MS, M.Ed.), School Psychology, Rehabilitation, Social
Work, Therapy/Family Therapy/Counseling, Education, or
other Health Related Field from an accredited institution.

Please note: The exam and KES are offered at the ABVE Conference
each year. The 2017 conference is April 7-9 in Savannah, GA. If you are
unable to attend, we will do our best to arrange for a proctor in your
area or you may sit at the 2018 Conference.

See What Members Have to Say
About the IPEC Certification!
“Finally a credential for psychometric assessment that has
standards of competency which provides me credibility
with clients, the courts and referral sources.”
Cynthia P. Grimley, MS, CRC, CCM,ABVE/D, IPEC
“The IPEC provides a certification that is specific to
Forensic Vocational Evaluation. Attorneys, judges and
courts value professionals who hold specific expertise
in their field.”
Ronald Smolarski, CCM, CLCP, CRC, CVE, ABVE/D, IPEC
“This certification is a critical step forward in the world
of forensic credentialing. There has been a void in the
identification of experts in vocational evaluation,
especially as it relates to forensic assessment. IPEC fills
that gap and brings to the forensic arena a new and
valuable option for public recognition of our work.”
Chrisann Schiro-Geist, Ph.D., ABVE/D, IPEC
“The IPEC is a credential that has set a new benchmark in
our profession. Your foundational knowledge and functional
performance proficiency and confidence of psychometric
assessment will manifest through observable expertise and
a diversified referral base. More importantly, your emphasis
in this aspect of forensic work will stand above the rest because
you will optimize the interpretation of empirically based
outcomes, multicultural competency, convey the coalescence
of psychometric findings to legal findings, and express how
theoretical construct informs a scientific thematic explanation
to efficacious outcomes at the other end.”
Scott A. Whitmer, M.Ed., CRC, CDMS, ABVE/D, IPEC, LMHC
“The IPEC credential sets me apart from other experts.
By obtaining and maintaining the certification, I remain
up to date and on the forefront of my profession. Also, the
IPEC-specific continuing education offerings through ABVE
are geared specifically toward assessment, which help
me maintain proficiency and increase my knowledge-base
relevant to my practice.”
Kourtney Layton, MRC, CRC, LVRC, ABVE/F, IPEC, CLCP

Find out more about obtaining
the IPEC Certification today!
www.abve.net/ipec.asp
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Register online at:

www.abve.net/conference.asp
saving $25 for registering online!

Hyatt Regency Hotel
2 W. Bay Street
Savannah, GA 31401
Special conference rate: $192/night + tax
Cut off date: March 15, 2017
Call for Reservations: 912-238-1234

Welcome New ABVE Members!
Member
Type

First
Name

Last
Name

Company

City

State

Associate

Michelle

Aliff

Aliff Vocational
Consultants, LLC

Lubbock

Texas

Associate

Alireza

Bagherian

Synapse Health Center

San Francisco

California

Associate

Roxanne

Benoit

Benoit Vocational Services

Fredricktown

Ohio

Associate

Karen

Cauthen

AFG, INC

Fairfield

New Jersey

Associate

Harsit

Dhaliwal

Expert Vocational Group

Delta

British Columbia

Associate

Crystal

Fierro

Palmdale

California

Associate

Michelle

Nielsen

Foster Assessment
Center & Testing
Medical Vocational
Planning

West Linn

Oregon

Associate

David

Perry

University North Dakota

Grand Forks

North Dakota

Associate

Scott

Sevart

Aurora Case
Management LLC

Falls Church

Vermont

Associate

Adam

Tebrake

Askew Rehabilitation Services

Bloomington

Minnesota
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vocational
rehabilitation
counseling
coalition
January 31, 2017
The Rehabilitation Counseling Coalition (RCC) was initially
established in late 2014 for the purpose of coming together
on issues vital to the continuation and advancement of the
Rehabilitation Counseling community and profession.”
(“Launch Statement” 2014).
At the Fall 2016 meeting, the Coalition updated its name to
the Vocational Rehabilitation Counseling Coalition (VRCC).
This change promotes consistency with longstanding federal
regulations, private industry practices, and the Coalition’s
mission regarding ongoing empowerment of people with
disabilities as well as a focus on the world of work, i.e. vocation.
While this Coalition continues to support the need to advance
the entire profession of rehabilitation counseling, it has
come to believe, based on developments in the profession,
returning to our roots and focusing on the employment and
career counseling aspects of our work can have greater impact
at this time given the challenges we face as a profession. By
reasserting our professional foothold in the area of vocational
rehabilitation counseling, we remain true to our philosophical
roots while embracing those aspects of our professional
identity that set us apart from related counseling areas.
Our primary purpose remains to ensure that people with
disabilities have access to the best-qualified, professionallyprepared, knowledgeable, credentialed counseling
professionals to empower them in navigating the challenges
to achieving increased independence, community integration,
and competitive employment.

www.wright.edu/vrcc
VRCC Members/Organizations
Penny Willmering,
At-Large Representative
(479) 968-0461
pwillmering@atu.edu
Stephen A. Wooderson, M.S.
Council of State Administrators
of Vocational Rehabilitation
(301) 519-8023
swooderson@rehabnetwork.org
Lynne Tracy, M.A., MFT,
CRC, CDMS, D/ABVE
International Association
of Rehabilitation Professionals
(818) 880-6460
lynnetracy@sbcglobal.net
Fred Schroeder, Ph.D.
National Rehabilitation Association
(703) 836-0850
fschroeder@sks.com
Robert J. Paré, M.S.,
CRC, LRC, CDMS
International Association
of Rehabilitation Professionals
(609) 531-2529
rparecrr@comcast.net
Kim Nortz At-Large Member
(801) 694-8150
knortz@wfc.com
Greg Mason, MA, LPC-S
National Rehabilitation Association
(254) 715-0399
gregmason57@gmail.com
Michele Marmé PhD.,
CRC At-Large Member
(773) 848-1512
mmarme@gmail.com

Joseph E. Keferl, Rh.D., CRC
National Association of Service
Providers in Private Rehabilitation
(937) 775-2076
joseph.keferl@wright.edu
Tami Tabor-Glancy
National Association of Service
Providers In Private Rehabilitation
(330) 414-4700
tamiglancy@gmail.com
Chrisann Schiro-Geist, Ph.D.,
CRC, D-ABVE, LCP
American Board of Vocational
Experts
(312) 961-9665
chrisann@memphis.edu
Ray Feroz, Ph.D., CRC,
NCC, LPC, BC-HSP
Rehabilitation Counselor
and Educators Association
(814) 393-2052
rferoz@clarion.edu
Allison Flanagan, M.R.C, CRC
National Council of State
Agencies for the Blind
502-564-4754
Allison.Flanagan@ky.gov
J. Chad Duncan, Ph.D.
At-Large Representative
(334) 332-1886
j.chadduncan@gmail.com
Katherine Dunlap, M.S.,
LCPC, CRC, CLCP, VMS
International Association
of Rehabilitation Professionals
(406) 222-0814
dunlaprehab@gmail.com
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Comments from Bob Pare,
IARP members on VRCC:
Thoughts the name change;
“Organizational Identity as Vocational Rehabilitation
Counseling does not negate any expresion of Rehabilitation
Counseling. RC is within VRCC. What VRCC is focusing
on an bolstering is the occupational aspect of serving those
with disability within a defined profession. The VRCC is
emphasizing the V in RC, whitout intent or design to negate
the other service or professional identities. (Not incidentally,
the purposeful intent to keep Counseling in the name was also
discussed and affirmed in the San Diego meeting that created
this new name.)

There is a gate-keeper effect in place. Not everybody in the
public at large is, can, or wants to competitively work in the
labor market. Why should that premise by different or untrue
for persons with disabilities? Only if or when the V is hightly
probable, and grounded upon medical stability in the first place,
do payors invest in occupational direction. They even found
for pragmatic pre-employment baseline requirements such as
adjustment counseling and work-related AT and ADA provision.
The private and public sector each have much to learn from and
share with one another.

The V has become marginalized, moved the last to the totem
pole, and either taken for granted or given up for naught.
WIOA has gained traction in calling out that mis-focus in
our estructural emphasi. I see our name evolution as directly
in sync whit the comtemporary realities of funding, ongoing
legislative language (which has always spoken to VRCC, and
not to RC), and marketplace pressure.

Do some persons with disabilities have needs other than
vocational ones? Yes! but all those pre-readiness needs best
served the name vacational funding for services that are
not vocational? do we need a college degreed RC or VRC to
schedule transportation, personally provide PT, familiarize
with local housing zoning, enable homemaker status, or get
folks onto SSI? Can’t those items, which are not Vocational
Counseling in nature, be (better?) done by other disciplines and
other stablished professions? Same parts of Case Management
do required a Counceling degree, and many do not.

I also see the VRCC shift as a response, if I made add, to
other Counseling Professions, who have joined the chorus of
occupations now involved in vocational-disability turf. They
to are advancing in the directly counseling those with autism,
and wounded veterans, etc. in their voc-ed and job placement
process. Was/is this not supposed to be our job? the erosion of
having RN’s and LSW’s paid (and paid better than VRC’s), to
do return to work activity with persons who have disabilities
cannot be understated. The former are not inferior professions,
but they certainly do not have our training, credentials, and
experience.
Persons with disabilities may have very few or very many service
issues, some complex and some not. Federal funding in the
Fed/State system however is primarily intended to result in
vocational training and job-enablement, if I mey call it that.
I see “goverment founding for jobs,” as the backbone of our
profession’s existence; it is the impetus that not only started the
profession, but also as the dangling carrot that WIOA succeededmerited or not- in calling attention back to that backbone.
Commercial insurance policies (WC, LTD, etc.) has always held
the V as the “test” of our involment and reason for referral.
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The “Jack of all trades” (no chauvinistic pun intended) RC does
not suit our professional identity. Other occupations at least
survive, or flourish, because they have a King or Queen of a
Trade- it is called their occupational niche. The nobel holistic
intent of RC has become synonymous with “generalize”. This
does not promote our world class occupation, in my opinion.
Students and entry-level workers who enroll a Master’s degree
seek out occupains that are exciting, established, meaningful,
and relevant. They parents and guidance counselors also coach
them into following something that is at least stable, if not
growing, so that they can make money.
The desire for me to be “holistic” as a paid professional each
challenged by the reality of “who is funding this?” It is also
challenged by noting that specialization works for others
profesionts (teachers, nurses) who may act in a holistic manner
without that being their calling card. It can in ours too. Is
“holistic”unwittingly perpetuating and notion of being “warm”,
and all over the place and the risk of confusing occupational
competence and specialization? I think it is.

The implications on non-licensured status for the graduate
tell us something is marginalized for the “Traditional” RC.
Getting out of our cocoon, and equalizing the occupational
playing field, we recognize that our very tough Goal Standar
(the CRC) is merely Certificated—not a degree-although it
requires one. Meanwhile the reality is that we live in a society
that looks to licensure as the professional standar. Even for
cosmetologists. Certainly, our extensive education and training
are too worth of at least that! I personally have a difficult time
advising and encouraging 22-year olds to spend any dollars on
a Master’s degree to become a generalist in a changing world
where our unfocused identity continues to be ecomically- and
professionally- recognized less and less.
My quest is for occupational identity that has common
professional acceptance without all the caveats that I go through
in explaining mine, only to be shrugged off as merely the
“Voc Person” when finished. I deserve and want to be called
a Vocational Rehabilitation Counselor. Sometimes I wish I
were an electrician, not because I’d enjoy that work more, but
because I would not have another useless conversation on what
I do for a living. The ultimate pat on my head is to be politely
told: “That must be SO rewarding,” or, “Oh, yeah, you should
talk to my cousin. He really needs a drug counselor.” If I push
back, they typically find a way to walk away. While I can handle
this personally, I don’t want ant future generation(s) of VRC’s
to needlessly endure that any more. When we cannot readily
identy ourselves, what does that do for the referral base and the
recipient of service.?
A renewed focus on our core mission can lead to our best days
beig ahead of us. It puts power in our hands when we forge,
recreate an reinforce something with which all may identify.
I don’t see any of this as “going back.” Rather, I dare imagine
the VRC profession to come. When we begin to do appropriate
research that examines RTW through VRC involvement, and in
terms of the Temporary/Permanet and Partial/Total disability
quadrants, we will see that we have been and will continue to
be far more successful than ever recognized.”

Bob Pare
Colleagues: Please remained aware of this issues. As your ABVE
representative to VRCC, I support Bob’s wise comments.
Chrisann Schiro-Geist
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